STEP

6

Implement the Plan
YOUR GOAL
Implement the Climate Resilience Plan
with strong community support and an
Implementation Team that is ready to lead.
All of your community’s hard work is about
to pay off as you implement the strategies
and actions identified in your
Climate Resilience Plan.

Task 1:	Develop Implementation Team
Task 2: Implement Initial Strategies
Task 3: Ongoing Implementation
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S U M M A R Y
Implementation is one of the biggest
challenges in building climate resilience
because it requires that the strategies
developed in the planning effort be
funded, supported by the community, and
in many cases, embedded in existing government systems.
Your process will transition from finalizing the plan and sharing it with local
elected officials and the public to on-theground implementation through the
handoff between the Task Force and the
Implementation Team. It is important that
this transition be given the attention it
needs as a strong handoff between the
Planning and Implementation Teams
is key to long-term success. This effort
begins with the development of the
Implementation Team.
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The climate adaptation field is focused heavily on
developing new tools to assist with implementation
of climate resilience plans. However, much can be
learned from similar processes with different types
of plans. In their report, Passing Go: Moving Beyond
the Plan, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
identifies the following keys to implementation
success:




versight: Create a multi-organizational body
O
to oversee implementation and to identify
short-term actions.
artner engagement: Engage key organizaP
tions from different sectors and develop a way
to continually expand the list of partners.
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ommunity-wide actions: Enable organizaC
tions (not just municipalities) to implement
the plan.


Communications: Design communication activ-

ities to enable networking and to reach citizens.


onitoring and measurement: Develop a monM
itoring system to allow for adjustments along
the way, and for plan renewal at appropriate
milestones.

By keeping these components in mind as you develop
the Implementation Team and move through the
implementation process, you will increase the likelihood of long-term success for your community.
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Task 1: Develop Implementation Team
The Task Force will develop the Implementation
Team in much the same way that you developed the
Task Force — by identifying individual people to fill

specific roles and engaging the community across
all sectors and populations.

Guidance for selecting Implementation Team members:


ap people who exhibited local expertise,
T
knowledge, and enthusiasm during previous steps of the planning process, such as the
workshops



e sure to retain some of the original Task
B
Force members for continuity



ring many of the people who will be responB
sible for implementation of high priority components of the plan onto the Team



nsure you are creating a geographically,
E
racially, and gender diverse Team



ecause you are building for their future,
B
include some young people on the Team



S
elect people who will be effective champions of the implementation process from a
variety of community sectors and municipal
departments
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onfirm that selected Team members can
C
serve at least a one-year term.



I
nclude an elected leader to serve on the Team,
possibly as the Chairperson

Implementation Teams can vary in size depending
on your community and the number of strategies
developed. They will generally be smaller in smaller
communities. Teams much larger than 18 can be
difficult to manage. As you did with the Planning
Taskforce, create a form to track invitations, notes,
and responses as you develop the Implementation
Team.
You will need specific terms for Team members,
such as 1-3 years. The people who are carrying over
from the Task Force might be asked to serve a oneyear term on the Implementation Team to start,
whereas others may be asked to serve a 2 or 3 year
term. A three year term system with evenly distributed members across the term lengths results in 1/3
of the Team potentially turning over in any year.
This helps maintain stability and continuity.
The Task Force should ensure that a charter is
developed for the Implementation Team prior
to the transition. This charter should identify
the Implementation Team’s tasks, authority, and
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responsibilities, including how often it will report
to a particular government body, such as a city
council or board of commissioners. In developing
the Implementation Team, the Task Force should
appoint two people to serve as Chair and Vice-Chair
who will be responsible for ensuring that the Team
works efficiently to meet its goals.
It is most effective if the Implementation Team can
be supported with administrative assistance from
the municipality, county, or organization that is taking the lead on implementation. This ensures that
records are kept at the meetings and that the Team
is well-supported.
The Task Force will need to be officially disbanded in
order to make room for the Implementation Team.
It is important that this be done in a way that recognizes the hard work and dedication of the Task Force
members while welcoming the Implementation
Team to carry the baton forward. Consider a celebration and recognition event with local elected officials
and community leaders. It is particularly helpful if
they can write up notes of lessons learned to hand
off to the Implementation Team in this transition.
This ensures that those lessons, particularly the ones
involving public engagement, will inform the decisions of the Implementation Team moving forward.

Remember to look back at your stakeholder
list and consider strong leaders who
have emerged at the workshops for your
Implementation Team.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

If you have an especially small community, consider working closely with other communities in your region, or other individuals with overlapping interests who might serve on the Implementation
Team. For example, your community might rely on the county for emergency services, so bring a County
Emergency Services staff person on board, even if the plan was not developed at the county level.
The importance of local champions on the Implementation Team cannot be overstated. Look to informal leaders who are trusted in the community as well as enthusiastic and skilled people from municipal
departments to join the Team.
Ensuring that the Team has administrative support helps maintain momentum and allows the Team to
keep its focus on implementation, not setting meetings and keeping minutes.
Ensure that both Chair and Vice-chair are experienced in running effective meetings either by recruiting
people with those skills or by investing in training for them. There are excellent, low-cost guides to running
effective meetings available to help and they can be found in Appendix E. By offering training, you open
these positions up to people who have not had opportunities to lead the community in the past, but who
could bring new ways of thinking or leading.
Recruit at least one (but potentially more) Team member who is skilled at community engagement to take
the lead on those efforts.

OUTPUTS
 The initial Task Force is disbanded
and honored for their service.
 The Implementation Team is in
place with administrative support
to ensure its success.
 The Chair and Vice Chair of the
Implementation Team have been
identified.
 The Implementation Team has
a clear charter that identifies
its work, responsibilities, and
reporting requirements.

RESOURCES
A current list of resources is available on the
Climate Ready Communities website:
https://climatereadycommunities.org/resilience-resources/

Annual Support subscribers
The Stakeholder/Task Force Template completed in Step 1 will have
potential Implementation Team members and help you track your
progress.

Other Services (available with or without a subscription)
Blocks of consulting time to:
    answer questions, explain concepts, and provide guidance
    review documents associated with creating the Implementation Team
Other Services are here
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Task 2: Implement Initial Strategies
The success of the first implementation strategies is
particularly important as it sets the tone for ongoing plan implementation and is critical for maintaining momentum and community support. While
the Task Force identified high priority strategies

and actions, it is up to the Implementation Team to
assess current local conditions and opportunities in
developing both a three-year implementation plan
as well as a one-year work plan.
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Three-Year Implementation Plan
The Implementation Team will begin by reviewing the highest priority vulnerabilities and their
associated strategies to determine the timing for
implementing those strategies. Any strategies that
are both important and inexpensive or relatively
easy to implement should be considered for first
tier implementation. Other considerations include
prioritizing strategies that represent multiple wins
across the community or are “no-regrets” strategies.
“No-regrets” strategies are those that are important
for climate resilience, but are also just good to do
even without looking through the climate lens.
Many important strategies are long-term strategies, so it is generally a good idea to start moving
on some of those strategies that will take longer
to implement and see results while implementing
some of the nearer term strategies.
Mainstreaming – Scan local planning efforts to
identify any opportunities to mainstream resilience
strategies into existing planning efforts. Emergency
management, natural hazards mitigation, and
comprehensive plans are good opportunities to
embed climate resilience strategies into local government, as are school bonds. Embedding strategies
into these processes can provide funding streams
and staff support for implementing the strategies.
Mainstreaming is a difficult step, requiring in-depth
understanding of a variety of planning processes,
plan review cycles, and how various plans are linked
to one another. A systematic review of the agency

or community’s plans will be needed to determine
the order and timing for updating various plans
that the Implementation Team can ensure that they
reflect an understanding of climate change, as well
as the new strategies outlined in the Resilience Plan.
Training Municipal Staff – Many efforts to mainstream climate considerations into local government
processes require that municipal staff be trained
specifically about climate change as part of their
ongoing professional credentialing. Department
leads and their line staff need to understand why
it is critically important to address climate change,
where they can go for more information, what the
community is doing to address it, and their specific
responsibilities related to climate change. Ensuring
that local government staff have that training and
are evaluated, in part, on their climate resilience
efforts is key to long-term implementation of your
Climate Resilience Plan.
Training and credentialing programs are available
through the Association of Climate Change Officers
and municipalities can negotiate a group rate to
train multiple staff. Some of the training modules
for this credentialing are available to communities
that take advantage of the Annual Support package
and time spent working through the Climate Ready
Communities process can be used to meet some of
the experiential requirements of that credentialing
process.

Mainstreaming the strategies from your process into
existing government and community systems improves
the likelihood that they will be implemented and builds
awareness about climate change in those systems.
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If a subcommittee is needed, consider
inviting others from the community who are
enthusiastic and knowledgeable about how
to implement the strategy to serve on it.

Other Considerations – If your community is
creating a Climate Action Plan that includes both
mitigation and adaptation (resilience), or already
has a mitigation plan, you will need to coordinate
between the two efforts. You may want to consider
combining your Implementation Team with the
body responsible for implementing the mitigation
plan or creating official channels of communication.

One-Year Work Plan – Once the three-year implementation plan is complete, develop a detailed
workplan for year 1 that includes Implementation
Team leads for all strategies, a timeline for activities
to move the strategy forward, and plans to keep the
community engaged in the implementation work.
This plan will be used to set meeting agendas and
track progress over time.

Ordinances or other regulatory requirements
can help to institutionalize resilience measures
and encourage consideration of climate change
in the management of departments or agencies.
For instance, an ordinance can mandate that all
improvements or major changes to critical assets
improve community climate resilience.

Remember that each strategy has a monitoring element. It can be very tempting to just get started and
deal with monitoring later, but in order for monitoring to be effective, you will need baseline data.
For this reason, it is very important that efforts to
develop baseline data and monitor strategies be
implemented at the same time as the actual strategy
or action.

Remember to include significant education and
engagement efforts in your three-year plan in order
to maintain community support and to ensure that
the plan continues to incorporate the lived experiences of your residents. It is often helpful at this
stage to determine when you will report back to
local government and to develop a general engagement plan that will be refined in the one-year work
plan.
From the prioritization work completed at the
beginning of this Task, develop a three-year implementation plan. In each year there should be a mix
of long-term and short-term strategies, as well as
at least one high profile strategy that is widely supported in the community.

Begin implementation of the chosen strategies for
the first year by reaching out to the people, organizations, or departments responsible for them.
This will generally be the work of individual
Implementation Team members for more discrete
strategies, but subcommittees may be necessary for
long-term, complex solutions. If a subcommittee is
needed, consider inviting others from the community who are enthusiastic and knowledgeable about
how to implement the strategy to serve on the subcommittee. These subcommittee appointments can
be useful ways to develop new community champions and recruit new Implementation Team members as existing members move on over time.
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Reporting Your Results
It is helpful to have an online display of your community’s climate resilience goals and its progress in
achieving them so that residents can see progress
over time. It can be difficult to get this amount of
information onto an electronic platform in a way
that makes sense and is easy to navigate for your
residents. Fortunately, companies are developing
dashboard platforms that communities can now use
to track their progress against approved plans. One
example of such a platform is the KLA Community
Dashboard, which is available from KLA Associates
for a monthly fee for communities interested in
tracking their progress toward climate resilience
and other sustainability goals.

This is also where you will plan to report your
results to any program your community is participating in, including the STAR Communities program, the Global Covenant of Mayors, and FEMA’s
Community Rating System, among others. Also, you
may consider reporting your results to the Carbon
Disclosure Project, which has a program that supports communities in reporting their progress,
financing adaptation and resilience solutions, and
comparing their results with similar communities.
Make sure to include any such reporting requirements in your three-year implementation plan and
one-year workplan.

A Note About Municipal Credit Ratings
Municipal credit rating companies, such as Moody’s
and Standard and Poor’s, have come to understand
that unaddressed climate change impacts may represent a financial risk that should be represented in
a municipality’s credit rating. This has caused some
communities to fear that unearthing a significant
vulnerability in a resilience planning process may
cause their credit rating to drop. This is not the case.
Credit rating companies have access to climate projections for your area already so they know what
types of risks your community is likely to be fac-

ing. At this point, climate risk for municipalities is
evaluated as part of the assessment of management
practices. They are looking for whether municipalities understand that they may be exposed to risk
from climate impacts and whether they are doing
something to understand and address that risk.
Therefore, completing a resilience planning process
and then reporting out through a climate action platform (Carbon Disclosure Project, Global Covenant
of Mayors, etc.), is seen as a positive action from the
standpoint of municipal credit rating companies.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

Moving quickly through the first steps of getting organized and developing a
year 1 work plan will help maintain momentum on the Implementation Team.
Report back to the community as soon as you have a workplan identified and at “newsworthy” points
along the way. They have been activated by the planning process and many will be eager to see progress.
Make sure individuals know how they can help implement the plan by doing public education events and
programs designed to help them make progress in their homes and businesses.
Avoid tackling the biggest, most contentious strategy first. It is better to get some early wins and be able
to show strong community support for the resilience process.
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OUTPUTS
 A three-year detailed
implementation plan
 A one-year workplan
 Implementation Team
members identified
to lead each selected
implementation strategy
 A well-run, functional
Implementation Team that
inspires its members and
the community to keep
moving forward to build
resilience
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RESOURCES
A current list of resources is available on the Climate Ready Communities website:
https://climatereadycommunities.org/resilience-resources/

General Resources
Adaptation Pathways Network provides a guide for implementation that can help
you make decisions today but not cut off your options for the future. ‘Adaptation
pathways’ are especially useful when the future contains changes that are large,
long-term and uncertain. This website is a place to connect people using and developing these ideas. http://www.adaptationpathways.net/
The Association of Climate Change Officers offers a variety of training options for
different professions within local government - https://accoonline.org/
Carbon Disclosure Project offers communities an opportunity to report on their
climate resilience actions, connect with potential resilience investors, and compare
their resilience work to similar communities. https://www.cdp.net/en
Enterprise creates opportunity for low- and moderate-income people through
affordable housing in diverse, thriving communities. They bring together nationwide know-how, partners, policy leadership and investment to multiply the impact
of local affordable housing development. https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/
The Federation of Canadian Municipalities’ publication Passing Go: Moving
Beyond the Plan provides a helpful structure for Sustainable Community Plans, but
their framework and information is very relevant to communities in the US that are
working to implement climate resilience plans – https://data.fcm.ca/documents/
tools/GMF/SS_PassingGo_EN.pdf
The KLA Community Dashboard is a communications platform that allows you
to track progress towards identified goals, engage with the community, meet
transparency and accountability expectations, and increase ongoing and equitable engagement. It is available for a fee. https://kimlundgrenassociates.com/
sustainability-dashboard/
Union of Concerned Scientists created a “Built to Last” guide for Climate-Smart
Infrastructure, especially in the Western U.S. https://www.ucsusa.org/global-warming/regional-information/california-and-western-states/climate-smart-infrastructure#.XBlHTPx7k0p

Annual Support subscribers
Template: Sample annual and 3-year workplans
Subscriber resources for this task are here.

Other Services (available with or without a subscription)
Blocks of consulting time to:
    answer questions, explain concepts, and provide guidance
    review three-year implementation plan and annual workplan
Other Services are here
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Task 3: Ongoing Implementation
Once initial implementation is underway, it is time to
focus attention on the ongoing program of building
resilience in your community. This program involves
continuing to implement the plan as well as efforts to
educate and engage citizens and municipal staff.

Community Engagement

report identified in the Suggested Revision Schedule
for Climate Resilience Plans (Step 5) provides a regular opportunity to engage the community around
the progress that is being made and to remind residents what they can do to help implement the plan.
Annual progress reports can be used to generate
newspaper articles and social media posts.

Ongoing support for the Climate Resilience Plan is
critical for implementation. To maintain this support, the community will need to be engaged, be
informed of progress, and understand the role of
individuals and other groups. The annual progress

The Implementation Team can act as a central hub
to collect information on progress being made by
the community as a whole. It should also be prepared to fill empty seats quickly in order to keep up
momentum.
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To maintain support for implementation,
the community will need to be engaged,
be informed of progress, and understand
the role of individuals and other groups.
Remember that people move in and out of town on
a regular basis. To address this, build and maintain
an engagement program that includes basic information about why it is important to build climate
resilience and what the community has done in
that regard. The electronic presentations and other
outreach materials that were developed during this
process can continue to be used to maintain community support. Make sure you provide education
and outreach efforts that continuously engage those
who are already involved with new actions they can
take in their businesses and homes. An electronic
dashboard that allows people to track their own
progress, as well as the community’s progress, can
help with ongoing engagement.

Ongoing Training
It is critical that city and county staff understand
and support the goals of the Climate Resilience
Plan, but local government experiences regular staff
turnover. All staff members at every level of government will need to be trained and kept up to date
about the plan as they make decisions daily that can
affect the community’s ability to meet its climate
resilience targets. Training materials can be shared
with local businesses and nonprofit organizations to
help them train their staff on the importance of the
Climate Resilience Plan and their respective roles.

Sharing Results
Implementation and monitoring of climate resilience strategies are ongoing in your community.

Because there is a continual need to integrate new
data and adjust strategies to new circumstances,
the work of building climate resilience is never
complete. The community will need to understand
that climate resilience is a cultural shift in how it
functions. Messaging around this can be included
in annual progress reports and in outreach related
to specific strategies. As this cultural shift begins to
take place, it is important to celebrate progress and
exhibit pride in changes that the community makes.
Many of the climate resilience strategies can be celebrated based on their extensive co-benefits, such as
clean water, improved health, fish and wildlife habitat, and safety for residents.
Another way to maintain momentum is to connect
yourself and the Implementation Team members
with others who are doing similar work in their
communities. Many national and regional professional associations have climate resilience networks
and programs to support their members. Staying
connected to these networks can be a great way to
learn from colleagues and spur innovative actions
in your own community.
Networking allows information to be shared about
what is working in what locales—and just as
importantly, what is not working. It can also create a personal support network for you and the
Implementation Team members, which can be
helpful for maintaining momentum.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

Regularly review the Implementation Team’s engagement with the larger community around strategies that are being implemented in the plan. News items on specific tasks related to
the plan should be shared on a regular basis.
As Implementation Team members move on, replace them with people who have similar skills—or new
skills needed by the Team—to maintain the effectiveness of the team.

OUTPUT

RESOURCES

 Your community is building climate resilience by
implementing its plan,
engaging residents, and
preparing for future
updates to the plan.

A current list of resources is available on the Climate Ready Communities website:
https://climatereadycommunities.org/resilience-resources/

Annual Support subscribers
As you move into implementation, remember that the Annual Support program
is designed for both planning and implementing actions to build local climate
resilience. The cost of an annual subscription drops after the first year to allow
communities to stay connected and take advantage of new implementation
resources as they develop over time.

If you have feedback or ideas about how we might improve this Guide,
please contact us at: info@geosinstitute.org.

